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Faculty Tour

i

The UNM Alumni Association
is sponsoring a South American
tour for alumni, faculty and
friends from July 19-August 10.
Stops included on the .tour are
at Bogota, Lima, Cu:zco, the ancient Incan city of Machu Picchu,
Santiago, Buenos Aires, Sao
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Cara_ca;l. Numerous sidetrips during
the twenty three days complete a
comprehensive itinerary.
The cost to and from Albuquerque is $1424.

Mardi Gras

''

UNM chapters of Alpha Chi
Omega and Kappa Kappa Gamma
sororities will hold their second
annual Mardi Gras Saturday at
the Alpha Chi Omega house.
The event will be from 9 p.m.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllliiiiJIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIiiiH

IRISH Revolution Starts
At: Queens College, NYC

until midnight, Guests and their
dates will be entertained by "The
Yellow Bird Road."

Law Course
An eight-week course, "Land
Development Law", conducted by
Professor William Weismantel, is
scheduled to begin next week at
UNM.
The course is designed specially for lawyers who represent a
government as a land developer,
or wha represent private land developers or :persons affected by
developers.
Land development il! the :process
of subdividing, assembling, or improving land for urban and other
non-agricultural purpose~>.
Enrollment is now being held
at the School of Law. Cost of the
course is $30. The cotm;e will be
. held once a week, either on Wednesday evening or Saturday morning.

Yatoka Center
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The Yatoka Information Center, the open fact-finding agency
established by g r a d u ate and
teaching assistants, requests that
all persons with private information relative to the situation send
it to the Center so that it may be
available to provide the most complete understanding to all.
"Specifically, we request that
any student who was interrogated
by a University administrator on
this subj(!ct not at his own request call the YIC at 277-2436 or
27'1-2440. It is important that we
learn if these alleged interviews
took place and, if so, what were
their circumstances," coordinators
said.
"The Center has several dozen
tasks to do, requiring at least one
hundred responsible and concerned members of the University
community. Its purpose is to see
reason and due process vindicated
and to forestall violence. We urge
students and faculty who share
this desire not to be do-nothings
whose apathy will permit things
to go from bad to worse. We welcome fellow workers," assistants
said.

CLASS I FlED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c lltt "WOrd, 21! "Word mhllmllnl ($1.40) 11er time :nm. l1 a& is to
run five or more conal!Clltive dan ..,..ith
no changes the rat<> {s redueed to s.,
t>er word M the minimum number o!
words to 10.
_
TEIIMS: 1'8l'ment muat be mad~ In
full;>rior to lnoerllon of ad.-ertllsement.
WHERE: J"ourn!lliom BnildlnJt. Room
159, afterl'loons preferably ., maiL
Cl....il!ed Advermin&"

UN'M P.O. Box. 20

A!buq,tterque, :N.llf. S7106
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LOST & FOUND

BLACX LABRADOR PilP:W on umpll$
3/2'1/69, call 277·5320. .
FOUND: 2 rings in Cssa del Sol on Fri.,
Mltreh 2L Call242-5971.
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SER.VICES

The University of Uppsala in
Sweden and California State College at Long Beach will offer a
summer study program from Jur1e
23 through July 31 at Uppsala.
The program includes courses
in social sciences, art and literature, Swedish language, and local
field trips,
Information is available from
the Office of International Services, 1717 Roma N.E.

/CAP Director
L. E. Roberts, director of the

FOR SALE

SCHWINN 10-Sl'EED. N'ew $65. 2.68-6418.

1967 :KAWASAki 251), N..W, ohl)l' 4,700
miles•. Complete with helmet nn& Viwr,
$425, Call Valley 1'001 after ~ p.m., 345-

Indian Community Action Program (!CAP) at UNM was elected chairman of the seven-university ICAP consortium Thursday.
Roberts' election means national programs by the seven universities will be coordinated
through the !CAP office on the
UNM campus.
The ICAP program here, a pa:rt
of the Institute for Social Research and Development, provides advisory ~:~ervices related to
community development when it
is requested by groups at 19 New
Mexico Southern Ute reservations in Colorado.
Similar programs for other Indian communities are operated
through the other six universities
in the consortium: the University of Utah, University of Montana, University of South Dakota,
Ariwna State University, Bemidji State College, and Atlanta
University.

Wedn<Sdtly, April 2
OP.c-rtt, "The Old Maid and the 'l'bief,"
Rec1tal HaD, 8:30 p.m.; $1 for adults, students 50 cents..
ThumdD.y, At>ril3
Il=lalillo County Medical Association;
disetts$iOn of the Changing Campus Cli·
mate; moderated bY I!obert S. Stone, DeM,
UNM Sebool of Medicine; Midtown Holi·
day Inn; 8:00 p.m.; admission is free.
Meeting of UNM Conversation Roundtable; Union 231 A and B; noon.
Snnday, April 6
l't<Sidciit'" Easter Egg llunt; Cor children of UN:M: faculty nnd stat!; soutli
University golf course; 2 p.rn.
Wednosday, .AprilS
BaubaU5 exlubition; Art MUS(mtn,
Monday, April 1:1
Spring Musicale; Sigma Alpha Iota;
:Rec1tal Hall; 4 p,m.
Mortar Board. Tea; 2-4 ;p.m.; 1620 :M<Se.
VIsta :N.E.
IFO and I'anhellinie meeting to inter•
view Clbldidates tor student !!(<>Vornment
POSitions; &:30 p.m.; Uninn Couneil Room.
Monday, April U
Plaecment interviews; San J'o3e, C:ili·
!o.miB unified school district; PJ:u:ema~t
Center.
"Tbe Changing Ear: Corttemt>orary
Noise and New Sounds" leetute by Donald
I!obb for :Friends of Art.
' 'l'u..day, .Apri115
:Film,. "The Persecution and. .Assnssination
o! .Tean-Paul Marat as l'erlormod by the
Inmate> of the Asylum of Charenton Under
the Direction of the Marquis de Sadw."
l'opejoy HaD; 7 :30 p.m.
•
Placement interviews: Window Rock
school district No. S, Fort Dclinnoe, Arl·
zanll, alld Tulare, Cali!omia city school
district; I'lacenlcnt Center.
UN:M: Chamkr Orch<Stra; Recital. Ho.U,

p.m.

Wedncsda)r, April 16

~·The

Fourth Foree in Nature;''

Dr. Ilobert E. llfilt"Shak; Holldny Inn, 2020
Mensul NE; 8 p.m.
A Capella. Choir; Recital Hall, 8:11; ;p.ln,
~hllrsday, April 1 'I'
l'lacemtnl> intervicWIJ; lnglewood, Cali•
:l'orrtia; unified "ehool diotrict, and unified.
school district :No. 1, Racine, Will.:ons!nj
:Placement Center;
Ln Societe du: Cinema.~ -"Man O( Ar:art'':
Union ballroom: 7 p.m.; 75 cents or by

(CPS)---Some wild people are
getting into the protest act these
days.
At irreapressible Queens College in New York City two weeks
ago, a group of students calling
themselves Iri!lh Revolutionaries
Interested in Scholastic Help
(IRISH) issued a set of demands
to the college, then took over a
building which houses broom closets and storage rooms of broken
equipment, as well as other
things.
Their demands included inception of an exchange program with
the University of Dublin, St.
Patrick's Day as a legal holiday,
and immediate acceptance of 200
deserving underprivileged and

..... ~o-'
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grateful Irish students.
They also demanded a Michael
J. Quill Memorial Irish Studies
Program, to include the history,
literature, language, beverage,
and other aspects of the Irish tradition. (Michael J, Quill was head
o£ the Transit Workers' Union in
New York City, and showed his
finer Irish qualities during their
:periodic strike!!.)

Baha'u'llah
Ye bow the knee before your
vain imagining and call it
truth/'

11

KOPY- KORNER
for UNM Student> only

,~'"'s',
<1'£1.,

f<>r Theses: 100% Ce>tton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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British Professor
Argns Macfarlane Ross, a
reader at the University of Sussex, England, will be a visiting
professor in the UNM English
department. during the 1969 Stml·
mer session.
He was recipient of the Commonwealth Fund Scholarship
from Yale University. Ross's special training and research interests are in the fields of 1'7th and
18th century Engliah literature,
the English novel and American
literature.

Calling U

Lecture,

TYPING: Tb.,.es, term l>lit>ea, etc. 261!8908. 501! A Kentucl<Y' SE.
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School in Sweden

&:16

-

Wednesday, AprU 2, 1969

Briefs

'I
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Announcements by
the UNM community will be accet>ted
at 'l'be Lobo office.
A l!4·honr deadline
is in elf""f;.

nThc Nude," exhibition by 11t1inWr Wesley RUllncll; ,Tonson Gnllc>:y.
T!Je,d.ay, April 22

Lecture, "Student Power in tbe U.S. and
li'rnnce;" Peter Steinfcls; Popejoy Hall; 8
p.m.
Placement interviem: Alamogordo public schools; Placement Center.
Wednosday, A11rU 23
Placemertt interviews~ Saern.rnento, dali!ornia unified '"'boo! district; Placement
center.
ThursdD.y, Aptil 24.
Ls Societe -du Cinema; (•Gunga Dfn..;
Union Theater; 7 p.m.: 75 cents or by
Bubscriptlon.

Your last check
From home
just bounced?

Friday, April 25

:Recit:.I; Dennis Lo1'inf<l6Sc 1 Ol'll'all:

»lh>l Hsll; S:lli p.m.

:Rc-

Think it over; over coffee.

TheThink Drink.
f~r)'ourQwl'l lhink Drink 'Mug, send 15:-<u'nJ)'oUrname and address. to!
ThinkOrink Mt1g,. Dept. N. l>.O. BOIC !)59, New "fork. N. Y.l0046. The 1nlerMUonaf Colfec OrgaNil.:ttian.

NEW MEXICO lOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University p.o. Box. 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times}
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

INSERT THI: FOllOWING

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

ADVERTISEMENT~~ TIMES

4. For Rent

STARTING _ __

0321.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS.

WAN'l'EO : :t!'ul'llished hotl.!e to rent. vlsif.>.
ing faculty member, .Tillie 1969 to Aug.
1970. Desire 3·4 bd., nea.r good school~.
trntur•. to UNJIL Contact .M. Prinz, 986

Creston :Rd., Berkeley, Csl. {415} 6250698.
S:E!W THE SAN FRANCISCO MIME
'!'ROUPE. Oble a;w.Bl'd winners for "unitJng tllentre and l."CVO!ution and grooving
In the park/' here Allrilflrst..

'J-
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Heady Asks Supervision

OfT ATeaching Duties
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Suspended teaching assistants Lionel Williams
and Ken Po11ack may be reinstated if UNM's department of English assumes the responsibility of
supervising their teaching activities, UNM President Fenoel Heady said yesterday.
The statement came as part of a nine-page response to a 37-page l'eport :presented to him by
the Special Advisory Committee on April 5. The
four-man committee was appointed by Heady two
weeks ago to study the suspensions and to recommend approp1•iate action.
Recommendation Not Foll!nved
Physics professor John R, Green, a committee
member, said Heady was "not following the
spirit of the committee recommendation" in his
decision on reinstatement.
"We (the committee) l'ecommended that Williams and Pollack be reinstated effective today,"
Green said. Heady's statement said that he would
consider reinstating Williams and Pollack if they
agreed to abide by supervisory arrangements
made by the department of English.
Had Done No Harm
Green added, "We found that Williams and
Pollack had done no harm to the ~>tudents in their
classes.''
Heady said, ''In my judgment, the first order
of business should be to insist that the department of English give assurances as to its willingness and ability to provide responsible supervision
to the work of teaching assistants Williams and
Pollack, in particular, and in general to the work
of all teaching assistants in English 101 and 102.
Will Consider Reinstatement
"When these assurances have been obtained,"
the statement said, "and have been certified to by
the Dean of Arts and Sciences and the Academic

Vice President, I am pr«;!pared to consider authorizing Williams and Pollack to return to their
classroom teaching assignments in their respective sections of English 101 and 102, provided that
in each instance the teaching assistant specifically
accepts and agrees to abide by the supervisory
arrangements made."
Heady said the Special Advisory Comn1ittee
had found that the teaching situation in English
101 and 102 is one that provides in practice only
minimal supervision uver the work of teaching
assistants who teach these courses,
He said there was a two-day orientation session
held for English teaching assistants before each
fall :registration to provide advice and consultation for r.ew teaching assistants.
Supervision Not Provided
He also said the director of freshman English
as well as two instructors in the department are
available for dass visi.ts, but, he said, "The committee concludes that adequate supervision for
teaching assistants is difficult to provide and is in
fact not provided."
In two additional comments on the report,
Heady said he would release the committee's report to the geenra1 public and the University
community, and said he agrees with a proposal
(1967 Graduate Teaching Fellowships Proposal}
for submission to sources that might provide additional funding to support a more adequate program for the selection, training, supervision, and
utilization of teaching and graduate assistants.
Objectivity Difficult
In an introduction to the statement, Heady said
he had been confronted with making a judgment
on complaints against the teaching assistants under circumstances that had made "a reasoned and
(Continued on page 4)
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Lobo l'hoto by Tony Loudcrhou!lb

This San Francisco sheet was
still above ground April 4 despite
\ prophecies that California would
fall into the sea.

Above Ground

Committee Recommends Reinstatement
Advisory Group Prepares Study of Suspended Teaching Assistants Issue
By GRANT HARVEY
In a 37 page report issued to
UNM President Ferrel Heady
April 5, the Special Advisory
Committee recommends among
sevet·al things, that Lionel Williams and Kennth Pollack be reinstated to teaching their respective sections of English 101 and
102 after the end of the spring
recess.
Other recommendations include:
co Preparing a plan for funding
a program for more adequate selection, training, supervision, and
utilization of teaching and graduate assistants.
• Publicizing the recommendations of this committee.
• Assigning the chairman of the
English department the clear-cut
responsibility of determining and
implementing the collective responsibility for the conduct o:f
courses taught by graduate and
teaching assistants to a greater
degree than in the past.
Accompanying Letter
A letter accompanying the report ~ays in part, "More strongly

than at the beginning of the hear- with few exceptions, unmarried
ings are we aware now that no teenagers who were witnesses
matter what aciion we ultimately :found the poem unoffensive altake, we shall displease large seg- though many were reportedly
ments of our students and faculty, taken aback by the material and
not to speak of the community." expressions.
The committee summarizes
The committee also 1•eported
what it believes to be the oppos- that "the most virulent criticisms
ing sides of the "generation gap" of the materials, and particularly
into two groups; the first group the poem 'Love Lust' by Lenore
includes segments of the older Kandel, came not from members
generation with their traditional of Williams' and Pollack's classes
values, some segments of the but from parents, concerned citiyounger generation and on cam- zens and legislator:;~ all of whom
pus large segments of the faculty are on the older side of the genand student body "whose preoc- eration gap, but none of whom
cupations are not primarily with was in a position to assess at first
the burning social, ethical, and hand the context in which the
moral questions of the day."
materials were being used, nor
On the other end of the gap the the purposes which were served.
committee describes are large Nevertheless, they all presumed
segments of today's undergradu- that the materials were fit to
ate population, graduate students warp the minds of innocent teenand young faculty in the human- agers. However, the teenagers in
ities and social sciences, and the .fact appear anything but naive."
small segment of the adult popuCommittee's Judgment
lation who:;~e traditional values
Referring to the committee's
can be characterized as avant- judgment on the appropriatentlss
gl).rde or liberal.
of the materials used by Williams
The committee reports that and Pollack, the report states

"We can only conclude that the
materials which caused the controversy should not have been
selected except under the most
carefully controlled circumstances
(e.g. for a hi!!'hly select group of
students taught by a higl1ly experienced teacher).'' The committee indieates that because a freshman English class is such a heterogeneous group, the class is no
:place to experiment with shifts
in language mores.
"Inappropriate for freshmen
English in that they constitute a
kind of experiment with language
attitudes that is not justifiable
under the conditions that usually
pertain in the sections of freshman English,'' a1·e the words of
the committee.
The committee says that it is
the policy of the English department to encourage experimentation because a primary purpose of
freshmen English courses is to
teach students to think and write
on issues of broad human and
social concern.
The committee feels that the

concept of academic freedom in
!connection with graduate or
teaching assistants is not clear in
that some of the responsibility of
selecting goals and materials remains with the overall director
of the course or in some way within the department rather than
with the particular graduate student.
Included in the committee's report is a section containing summary of testimony of such varied
elements as students and teachers
to legislators and a psychologist.
Unmarried students objected to
the question of "too much emphu-.o
sis on sexual themes" saying that
this had not at all been the case,
the committee reported.
Older GrOU!}
In the older group of students
(25 to 39) one woman wrote:
"The popular concept of a freshman doesn't fit me. I am a wife,
a mother of three children, a
grandmother of five, and work
with so called disadvantaged
girls. 1 have strong religious con(Continued on Page 5)

Speech Will Open April 15th Evaluation Day

subacription~

Frida)r, Aprll18
l'lneemcnt Interviews; G"'llniJ-McKinl.,Y
county ~ohoola; l'laecmcnt center.
4 llEDROO:M: llOUSE; 9/1(} mile from ·
Recital; Tom O'Connor, oboe; Recital
UNM. Call 217-2.841: 3-6 o~ .247-&3611>
Hall: 8:Ui p.m.
li :30·7 :31!.
SatUrd!lll', April 19
Nizhoni Indian dances; Kiva Club;
CLASSICAL Gtrtr.AR, Gora. (MO, price
.TohnsQtt Gym; 8 l>·ID·
about. $85. Call 242-8385.
Monday, April 21
D:E:CORA'l'E YOUU. ROOM with beautiful
New Cirtema. fUm series, HDo.rr.icr_/'
long hair goatskins or sheepskins, White,
;'Machin~/' "AUegro mn Tro.vpo/' and
red, brown, b1U'e~ green, beige, purPle·.
"Trucas Romance:., Popejoy liall: 7 ~30 P~1n~
orange, and gold. $11> each. lli""<<. 107
Placement interviews: .Antelope V illleY
1sf;. N'W.
union high school district, and Grant ioi11t
union high School district~ Snctainen to,
1000 noOKS. 26 ~ts up. 1\filps. 'l'nesda;rCalifornia; l'laeornent Center.
· ·
Sunday 10·4• 8110 A .Edltli NE.
Lecture: "Ltin&'llagc nnd Vi~nnl .l'cr•
ception:
:bo.
We
Want
to
'lleilr'
n
'65 PONTIAC CATALlNA 1 2 dr., power,
Painting?''; HenrY Ellis and Robert Ellis,
$950, 242·0724.
.
.
!or Friends of Arl:..

CoRoNADo

l-leady To Speak
ENCLOSED$~-~-

?LACED BY------~---

By niLL SCHNEIDER
A 9 a.m. speech by President Fertel
Heady in Johnson Gym will be the fh·st
event during Teaching Evaluation Day,
Tuesday, April 15th, at UNM. Heady
will speak on the teaching function of
the University,
Evaluation Day is officially known as
"All-University Dialogue on Teaching
and Learning" and is described by the
ad hoc Committee on the Improvement
of Instruction, its sponsor, as "A day of
self-assessment of UNM as a te!IChing
institution for its :faculty, students, administrators, and alumni."
.
Publicity Campaign .; •
The committee met yesterday morn-

on

ing and finalized plans for April 15. The
committee's next effort will be a large
scale publicity campaign all over enmpus
that will stress the need for active student participation.
The campaign will include posters, information tables in the Union, and two
30 minute taped interviews today and
tomorrow on KUNM, UNM's radio station, with Sidney Rosenblum and Charles
Beckel, the committe<l's t\Vo co-chairmen.
All daytime classes on Tuesday will
be Cancelled in order to permit fuJI student participation. Evening classes will
be held if individual instructors so
choose.
Rosenblum and Beckel, both UNM

U Teaching
faculty members, will also be the coeditors of the ton1mittee's report. that
will relate the findings and rccomnlendationa of the discussions on 'l'uesday. 'the
committee hopes to issue tha report to
the University at large before the end
of the semester.
Regents Invited
Rosenblum said that the UNM Regents
will be invited to attend and participate
in Evaluation Day activities.
On Tuesday morning, from 10:15 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m., there will be unstructured
discussion sessions in Mitchell Hall classrooms. A list of suggested topics will
be passed out to students at the three
entrances to Mitchell iiall.

Functions~
Simultaneously, there \vill be structured discussion sessions, with discussions limited to a specific topics, held in
the classrooms of the Education Complex. The eight specific topics and the
rooms in which they will be discussed are
as follows:
Discussion Topics
University Goals and Responsibilities,
Rm. 101; Curricula, Entrance and Degree Requirements, Rm. 103; Teaching
Effectiveness, Rm. 104; The Role o:l Students, Rm. 105; Evaluation of Teaching,
Rm. 206; Eval\lation of Learning, Rm.
204; Advising and Counseling, Rm. 205;
Teaching by Graduate Students, Kiva.

I
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ROBERT BURTON .
Editor

The N~w Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular W~ek of the Univer,
sity year· by the Boord of St~dent Pub·
lications of the Asspclat&d Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
fln~;~nciaUy associated with UNM. .Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant wi.th second
class postag!l paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Su!>scription rate is $5

WAYNE CIDDIO

Managing !=ditor
;

.;

'

Box 20, University P.O., UNtyl, Albuquerque, N.M.; 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4z{lz
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Editorial

:I

Forget The Investigation
An Albuquerque Journal editorial yesterday declared that Gov. David F. Cargo
was "stirring up some unnecessary confusion about the legislature's proposed investigation of the state's universities."

,_ _}

The editorial said that the general appropriations bill, House Bill 300, technically contains no money to finance the investigation. But, the editorial said, HB 300
does appropriate $50,000 for ;the Legisla~
tive Council Service for each of the next
two fiscal years.
.1•~

"And," the editorial says, ''the very next
paragraph (of HB 300) directs the establishment of a seven-member legislative
committee to investigate the universities."
"Cargo's position is that since the bill
does not specifically say the $50,000 appro~
priation is to be spent for the investigation, it cannot be so spent," the editorial
says.

The editorial says that Cargo's action is
an obvious ploy to avoid offending the legislators who favor the investigation and the
many responsible citizens who oppose it
and, the editorial concludes, "A simple way
.; out of his (Cargo's) dilemma would be to
veto both the appropriation and the paragraph creating the investigating committees/'
Cargo is e:x:pected to take action on the
appropriations bill this afternoon and the
best we can do is to heartily encourage a
veto of the i:lntirely unnecessary proposal.
But, even if he does veto the plan, chances
, are good that the Legislative Finance Com-
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tion fund is aimed a~ investigating UNM
and not the "state's universities11 as stated
in the proposal. An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee has already investigated the poem
incident and presented UNM President
Ferrel Heady with its findings, so, there is
no need for further legislative investigation. It is inconceivable that the legislature
could come up with a more beneficial result
than that of the Advisory Committee.
A legislative committee, a group of outsiders, need not concern itself with a problem that is strictly the business of the
university.
It might be a better idea for the legislature to find some money to investigate certain legislators who have so widely distributed the poem that it is now available
to practically anyone in the state, and, in
some cases is being distributed to grade
school children.
These legislators have made the work of
Lenore Kandel some of the most widelyread literature in the state in recent years.
But, maybe "pornography" isn't so bad
if it's distributed by a state legislator.

Generals Unreasoning People
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By FRED WARNER
For me1 the Crimean War always has stood :for a number of
things: c. Aubrey Smith in
"Four Feathers" describing the
famous. charge b;r dipping h~s
finger in his claret, drawing it
across white linen. and saying
"the thin red line"; Errol Flynn
on a . long-ago Saturday afternoon bending from the saddle in
mid-~ •ilop to snatch up the Urtion
Jack and keep the charge going
:in another :film about the war;
Florence Nightingale; Tennyson's
poem; but most importantly, the
stupidity of war. Tony Richardson, the director of 01 The Charge
~~"the Light Brigade,'j obviously
is most interested in this last matter. •
Even today it is hard to understand why the British got into
the wat. Richardson makes it
elear that their reasons at the
time were far from lucid or rational. It had :something to do
with poor little /l'urkw and a
tangled set of alliances that would
still be tangled in 1914, One need
only state the :facts to make a
damning indictment of military
behavior. ln 1854 the English
army had been living on the glory
of Waterloo for almost forty
years, and the diet had produced
an officer corps of tristocratic
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do its best to start its own inmittee
vestigation.
The entire plan was conceived, as everyone well knows by now, when legislators
got their hands on a copy of the "Love Lust
Poem," a poem being distributed to an Enlish 102 class by teaching assistant Lionel
Williams.
It is clear that the $50,000 investiga-

troglodytes who ruled an army
that covered its spiritual and militan decrepitude with the gaudy
uniforms of the various traditional regiments. When the English army landed at Calamita
Bay on September 13, 1854, they
disembarked in full parade dress
with a three-day ration of salt
pork and no blankets. Their surgeons had no drugs. Their officers
had no battle plan and no information about the terrain and the
foe that lay ahead of them. Cardigan's (Txevor Howard) charge
into the Valley of Death is the
most famous event of the war
but it is only typical.
The worst and some o:f the best
of the movie is in Richardson's
commentary on the horrors of
Victorian military life. He succeeds with simulated contempo·
rary cartoons that are animated
to provide the transitional descriptions of chauvinistic hysteria about the war. Voice-over
commentary about the absurdity
of l'egimental life does not work
as well. And a very bad job of
editing steals the coherence from
David Hemmings' pleas for better conditions, more pay for en·
listed men, and generals who
know what they ate doing. (The
sense is also edited out of the
love affair of Hemmings and Van·
essa Redgra\'e, although I must

saY. Miss Redgrave has never
looked lovelier). '!'he action mon·
tage is not of the first rank, :for
here, as in <~Tom Jones," Rich·
ardson is better at painting the
cool greens and yellows of rural
England than at doing a fox
hunt or a cavalry charge. Y at
.there are1 now and again, splendid little touches: Raglan (Sir
John Gielgud) and his party on
a hill eating pate de foie gras as
they calmly watch the slaughter
below them; Vanessa Redgrave
waltzing by herself in an impressionistic garden when she hears
the false news of British vic.tory; a sudden close-up of Cardigan's whiskey-cured face as he
leads the charge and snuffies to
himself that Hhere goes the last
of the beautifuls.''
Near the end of the film, Lord
Raglan wistfully observes that
armies should never be command·
ed by officers who know precisely
what they are doing-that it
would smaak too much of mur•
der. Richardson does make us
see that Raglan, Cardigan, and
Lucan were foolish, stupid lead·
ers who reasoned little about theit
little war. But a century has
passed, and the carnage has con•
tinued, and at Gold Ha:rbor and
Verdun and 'rarawa and Khe
Sahn too few of their successors
have reasoned why.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

Vice,., Presidency Platform

Alarid Favors United

for the acode111iC year.
The opinions l!xprassed on the editorial
pages of Thr~ lobo are those of the
author solely. unsigned opinion it that
of the e~itorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Assoc:iafed Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.
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"Get a goat and call it Lyndon ..
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Editor's note: The following is
a st!ltement by Joe Alarid, candi~
date for the position of Vice President, Associated Students UNM.
The present crisis facing our
University has brought the structure of student government and
the University community under
question. Ctiticism has come from
both within and from outside the
University. It is my feeling that
our course must be one of united
opposition to those outside forces
that would challenge the integrity of the University. For the
present time our response should
be one of unity, not internal division.
Student government has been
criticized several times for representing a narrow spectrum of the
total University community. In
part this attack is justified. Student government needs a broader
base for its programs and decisions just as the administration
needs a more representative outlook.

. . '"..

by Conrail

Force

I feel that the l:'residen.ts Council is a necessary part of student
govel'nment reform, other portions also deserve attention.
I feel that our student lobby is
increasing its success and perhaps UNM could take the lead in
establishing a national student
lobby association. Publicity :for
the University's activities needs
to be increased and our programs
and purposes need and deserve a
public forum. Here they can be
presented to the people of the
state in a responsible and objective context. Recent events have
shown that the financial affairs .<lf
ASUNM heed to be examined and
procedures. devised to keep them
in order.
We must expand the powers of
student government and be ready
to assume the responsibilities
that would go with this increased
power. We can no longer deal
with general objectives. We need
not wait for the issues because
they are already here. Specific
action and proposals are needed
now. Involvement cannot be JlOStponed: responsible reform re·
quires responsible involvement.

To provide this broader base
for student government I would
propose the establishment of a
Presidents Council. This council
would be made up of presidents
of every student organization on
campus. This organization with
its broader base would give to the
programs of student government
a new, broader, and more representative voice. ·
All groups would be able,
through the council, to give their
needs and ideas greater support
by having the council behind
them. The council would give the
at-large student senators a clearer insight into ex&ctly what the
wishes of the students really are.
The council would have the
power .to propose legislation but
enactment of legislation would
sJ;iJI be in the hands of the student senate.
This council would, I think, help
create a student government that
is more responsible to the student body. My intention is not to
lessen the power of student senate, but rather increase the base
from which student government
derives its programs and to make
those programs more responsible.
This council would £11 a definite
gap that exists between the student body and its student govern~
ment.

Attend a FREE MINI.LESSON
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.

Editor~

Sat.
Mon.
Thu.

is a description of objective, external events 1:10 that there axe
To the Editor:
several varieties of aesthetic
Many of my friends l1ave often "distance" involved. In "the
asked me why I joined the Naval poem," however, the only possiReserve Officers Training Col'lJS. ble distance is the objectivity
It is not an easy thing to ex- granted by the tender's (or
plain to other people. I joined listener's experience. Without ex·
simply because I love the sea perience, there is no way to effect
and the ships on it.
a psychic distance and change a
Some men joined the program reflexive (bodily) perception into
for other reasons. A draft defer• a reflective (psychic) one, and the
ment and a college degree are a poem is on a person in such a
pretty good set of incentives. way that they cannot get it off.
The.se men are usually weeded
Sartre says, "Language . . . •
out, however, witbin tl1e first is a prolongation of our senses.
year.
We are within language as within
The Regular N.R.O.T.C. pro- our body. We feel it spontaneously
gram was started during the See~ while transcending it toward
ond World War to help supply other ends, as we :feel our hands
our growing Navy with the of- and our :feet; we perceive it when
ficers needed to command the new it is the Other who is using it, as
ships, planes, and men manning we perceive the limbs of Others.
them. The United States Naval There is the word which is lived
Academy ~imply could not supply
II
the needed quota of officers. The
Sartre's ethics do not recoggovernment felt that the regular nize society's mores as being
College Progt.am, where Mid- binding on the individual. Ethics
shipmen receive a degree and are wholly concrete and relation~
their commission uport gradua- al. They are matters of puman
tion, was the best way to get the judgment and belong only to the
highly educated officers that were particular situation that indivineeded. Our modern navy is get- duals are involved in. With this
ting increasingly more complex background, Sartre defines the
and the emphasis has been placed "Obscene'' as a disproportion of
more and more on education. Ed- freedom between (or among) inucation is the key to any career, dividuals in a particular situation.
especially a career in the new If one person is reduced to reflex~
modern navy.
ive (bodily) perception and canI will never forget the :first not transcend it to psychic ends,
time I saw the Atlantic Ocean. It he is the enslaved victim of the
was the most beautiful and fan~ other, whose consciousness is de~
tastic thing I have ever seen. It :fined · by Sartre as "sadistic)'
did something to me and I knew Make your own application to
right then that I had to be in "the poem" situation.
the navy. I have thought navy
Name Withheld By Request
·ever since and :feel that the
Regular N.R.O.T.C. program is
Uniforms Not So Neat
the best way.
Simplyj the navy is my thing.
To the Editor:
Johrt P. Dinger
I am a: student o£ U.N.M. Yes·
terday was a wnrtn day -so I left
ln The Mind Of The Reader my room .in the dorm a11d walked
down to the main portion of the
To the Editor:
campus.
While sitting in the sun
The controversy over "the
l
took
a
good look at the people
poem" has raised a lot of quesaround
me.
I was enjoying the
tions about ethics and freedom. I
am quoting below Jean-Paul laughting faces and bright dothes
Sartre, the existentialist philoso- when up mtmtrched a Navy UOTC
pher. He may not be an authol'ity, student wearing hie neat, clean
because as someone has pointed uniform. My thoughts began to
out1 he is blind in one eye, has no drift to the situation of this man.
depth perception, and probably Someday he would probably be
couldn't even get a drivers licenge giving orders, participating in a
in New Mexico; nevertheless he battlej operating a weaponj or
does talk about ethical problems maybe killing a human. Somehow
I became depressed. I got up
which exist.
I think ev~ryone who has read -slowly and walked to my room.
"the poem" would agree that it I'm af:raid some people don't en~
is a "feelie11-it is all tactile joy looking at neat, clenn uni·
imagery. A work like Lady Chat• forms.
And, oh yea, a thousand thanks
terly's Lover, on the otl1er hand,
is abo11t definite characters at for brightaning up my afternoon.
Ralph Jennings
another place and another time. It

!'HONE

207 Dc!rlmouth Dr, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
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COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

Joe Alarid
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FIRST AND GOLD

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS
WITHOUT STARTING THERE.
After college, start your business career
where the challenges come sooner. Where
you'll get more out of your first job CX·
pcrience. Choose Army Officer Candidate
School. The minute the Anny pins bars
on your shoulders, you take command. You
guide. You counsel. You lead. You make
decisions. You take on important responsibilities. You would have to work for years
in a civilian job before you'd get anywhere
near this kind of 'success-building experience. No wonder OCS·traincd Army Officers make it big in the Army and iu busi·
ness. At a younger age. In more responsible
jobs.

Lt. Joe Hoey will be available for interviews April 14-15· \6 in the
University of New Mexico Placement Center. Qualification tests
administered without obligation.

DIAL 247-4347

TACO EATING CONTEST!
1. Entries must consist of teams.

2. Each team must consist of two people.

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

3. Entries will be limited to twenty (20) teams.

4. Each team must be sponsored by a legitimate campus organization.

~
ACOS J2c\

•

TODAY

YOUR FUTURE, YOUR DECISION ... CHOOSE
ARMY OCS.

RENTS TUXEDOS

(

9:00 ANI
3:45PM
7:00PM

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

FORMAL!

LikesNROTC

Apr. 12
Apr. 14
Apr. 17

May 15, 1969, the costofthe Reading Dynamics
lifetime membership will be increased by $20.00.

Subscribe to The Lobo

S . ihlt.CYnJJ~...

7:30PM
7:30PM
4:30PM

SPRING CLASS SCHEDULE
Classes meet at the same time each week for seven weeks,

SHE LIKES TO GO
Letters nre wcloome, and ohQu)d
be nQ longer than 260 words typewritten, double spaoed. Name, tclc·
plionc number and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld llpon l'e(!Uost.

Apr. 9
Apr. 11
Apr. 12

Every Tuesday

Frijoles

~

IOc

Every Friday

5. There will be an entry fee of $5.00 per team.

6. The above mentioned fee will be donated by Tijuana Taco to· a local
scholarship fund.
7. All Entries must register with Tijuana Taco.
8. Entry fee must be paid attime of registration.
9. There will be one judge per team and one official timer.

10. Judges will be chosen by Tijuana Taco.

11.

The time limit will be fifteen (15) minutes.

12. Each tdco must be completely consumed.
13. The winner will be determined by counting the number of used taco

wrappers.

14. The contest will be held:
location: 1830 Lomas NE
Date: April 19
Time: 2:00
15. Registration will end:
Date: April 18
Time: 12:00

16. First prize: $20.00 gift certificates for eoch team member.
Second prize: $10.00 gift certificates for each team member.

OPEN
10 A.M.
DAILY

. Tacos
Tostadas
Friioles
Burros
Chiiiburgers

1830 Lomas N.E.

r
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U Control Possible
For Medical Center
BUTTERFIELD .. , Your personal service jeweler

WELCOME BACK!
Did Spring Break

Bring Plans for
MARRIAGE?
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'llge

blossom
dlanwnd rlngtr

ha$ the perfect
setting for your
engagement.
BERNIE BUTIERFIELD
says ..• come in to see
our large selection
of Orange Blossom
Diamond Rings.

STUDENT TERMS
easy parking
2312 CENTRAL SE opposite Popeioy Hall

Preliminary approval by the
County Commission to negotiate
with UNM and the Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC)
could result in the center being
turned over to the University as
early as July 1.
Commission Chairman Ed Balcomb and Regents President Arturo Ortega are to meet shortly to
:review a contract drawn up by the
:regents, the county, and the
BCMC trustee board. The two are
awaiting the results of a :regents
meeting Saturday when the proposed contract will be discussed.

The announcement of the committee's decision to negotiate met
with the approval o:f the three
factions involved with the proposed move. '!'he UNM regents,
the BCMC board of t:rust~es, and
Stone of the medical school expressed :reactions ranging from
"elated" to "delighted."
The proposed contract would
include the setting up of an advisory com1nittee to handle the
fiscal affairs of the medical center. William J. Bingham, county
attorney, indicated that he had
drafted a separate proposal that

cl'olled for a board of trustees that
paralleled the board now handling
affairs ;fo).' the center.
Binghatn, along with Robert
Botts, representing the BOMC
board, and Robert Taichert, UNM
attorney, set up the originaly proposed contract.
Work on the proposal is aimed
for a possible July 1 transition to
coincide with the beginning of a
new fiscal year. Stone pointed out
that such a transition would be
fairly simple as employees of the
medical center would not be
affected.

l-leady Asks Supervision
Of TA Teaching Duties.
department, particularly when
(Continued from page 1)
the
teacher was a graduate stuobjective approach to the resolution of the problem extremely dent.
Heady said he rejected the prodifficult."
position
that "any teacher, and
He said he was convinced that
particularly
a graduate student,
those charged with the policy
.
has
an
absolute
right to deal with
making of the University must acany
subject
in
any way he sees
cept the task of making decisions
fit."
that are believed to be legitimate
"There is nothing in the prinand defensible as to the educational justification for what is ciple of academic freedom as it
presented in the classroom and bas been developed by the Amerithe manner in which it is pre- can Association of University
Professors (AAUP) or as it is
sented. .
The statement said, ''Concern presented in the policy of tJNM
for preservation of the integrity on academic freedom and tenure
and autonomy of the University that supports such a position,"
against unwarranted interference said Heady.
from external sources should not
deflect us from making conscientious choices between what must Chicago Paper Drops
be defended at all costs and what
Protest Stories
we cannot honestly justify deCHICAGO
(CPS) -The Chifending in the name of academic
cago
Tribune
has just completed
freedom or educational purpose."
an
historic
week
of publishing
Subject to Scrutitny
without
a
single
college
protest
He said the University relied
story
in
its
pages.
on the professional judgment of
The Tribune announced a little
the individual teacher for the responsible exercise of academic over a week ago that they thought
freedom, but added that this judg- campus protests were getting enment was subject to scrutiny by tirely too much attention from
administrative officers within a the press.

All

Capt. White

Army Recruiting
Begins April 14
Captain Voleta J. White, Women's Army Corps Selection Offi~ cer at the Amarillo Recruiting
Main Station, will be at UNM
April 14 and 15.
A direct commission as a lieutenant is offered to college graduates. Those selected may serve
as junior executives in the United
States and in any of twenty-one
countries around the world.
Girls still in their junior year
at college can take an eXpensepaid vacation to Fort McClellan,
Alabama for a month during the
summer to view the Women's
Army Corps in action.
Captain White may be contacted at the Placement Office at
UNM or through the United
States Army Recruiting Station
at US Courthouse, Room 413 in
Albuquerque, telephone 843-2251.

"I'm a masochist. I threw
away my instructions
on self-defense:'
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By Legislature

Advisory Committee
Asks Reinstatement
(Continued from Page 1)
victions. I am a Christian who
belleves that the basis of Christianity must be love , , . At no
time in Mr. Williams' class did I
feel I was being intimidated,
either before or after the publicity, nor did I feel "llexua!ly assaulted'' by any of the discussion
topics . . • "
A consensus of teachers interviewed by the committee was that
any decision as to the propriety
of including "Love Lust" in class
material mul!t take into account
the fact that its effect was greatly modified by the fo1lowing longer poem "First They Killed the
Angels/' and also by the fact that
this could be considered a natural
outcome of a study of natural
love.
Joseph Frank
As a former administrator,
Joseph Frank, previously chairman of the English department,
said that though he would not
have used the poem himself, he
did not want to go so far as to
direct a teaching assistant not
to use it.
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge, dean
of the College of A1·ts and Sciences, .-testified before the committee that he would not teach
the poem in any English class
and that he would advise others
against teaching it because of
the "emotional explosiveness" of
the mate1·ial.
When Senator Harold Runnels
spoke before the committee he
stressed "the impossibility of ha ving academic freedom without
corresponding responsibilities to
the people of the state. He concluded his 1·emarks by indicating
that in his belief sex should not
be taught in any school, but only
in the home.
Clinical Psychologist
Professo1· Karlltoenig, psychologist, told tl1e committee that he
feels exposure to tabooed subjects and words is a desensitizing
process that results in a lower·
ing of the anxiety · level in the
individual and a general improvement in learning how to become
a mature adult.
ln conclusion the committee
states that e vi den c e shows
Williams especially to be an asset to the University.
Relating to responsibility of
the University to the community
and vice versa, the committee
states that the community at
large generally lacks the knowledge to determine whether the
tasks of the University are being carried out in the best possible way.
"Academic freedom is necessary because there are many actions occurring normally within
the University that would be considered abnormal or repulsive to
the community at lat·ge. One of
the attributes of the truly open
mind is the ability to consider a

JR

Albuquerque's

Civic Light Opera

subj()ct rationally and dispassionately even though it may be
highly charged with emotional
value."

presents

Supervisory Guidance
The commitee feels that it is
appropriate that there should be
supervisory guidance established
under a departmental plan. ''We
must judge that in the present
case, what blame there is for using this type of material falls
upon the inadequate supervisory
procedures in the English department.
''On balaJlce, and in view of the
absence of clea1·-cut instructions
Ol' advice, we have no grounds
for finding that either Mr. Pollack or Mr. Williams can be held
accountable for the crisis at hand.
Finally, we find no justification
for accusing them of 'verbal sexual assault', or of having made
threats of reprisal."

The Put-On of the Century

SANDY WILSON'S
Broadway Hit Musical Comedy
Satire of the Roaring 2o's

THE
BOY
FRIEND
Tonight1 Fri., Sat., April 10, 11, 12-8:15 p.m.
Sun., April 13-2: 15 p.m.
AllSeats Reserved-$4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UNM Students, Faculty & Staff

Y2 Price
Telephone 277-3121
Putting you first, keeps us first.

. . .·
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Production Falls

Playtex·invents the first-day tampon'M
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not eardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ••. it evert protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
1n every lab test against the old cardboardy kind •• ,
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading-regular tampon. .
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowe.r:s Ciut. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap

is almost zero!
Tzyitfast.
Why live ill the past?

A little pain is one thing, but sheer
disaster is something else. We put
instructions on self-defense in every
package of Hai Karate® After Shave
and Cologne for your own safety, be*
cause we know what girls can do to
an under-protected, over-splashed
guy. So please read the instructions
. . . even if it doesn't hurt.

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
©1969leemlng Olvlslon, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

MARATHON CITY, Wis. (UPl)
-Sen. Gnylot·d Nelson 1 D-Wis.,
says milk production has decllned
at an "alanning rate'' during the
past five years and warned that
sources depended on for U.S. consumption "may be non-existent
when we need them in a uecade
or so!'
Nelson told a joint meeting of
two farmers' organizations Saturday night final statistiC!! for
1968 milk production may show
it fell ten billion pounds below
the total of :four years ago. He
a tt:ributed the decline in production to the present support level.

For A Swingin.g
SPRING DANCE

The
GAPPY i1ElSTAS ORCHES'I'liA
Ph
0

lllStant
vacation.
Camaro-the Hugger
A lot of t'eople have the idea
that a vacation begins only when
you get where you're going.
Obviously, they haven't vacationed in Camaro, the Hugger.
You start relaxing the moml'nl
you come in contact with
Camaro's contoured bucket

seats. You fed snug without
feeling stuffed in.
Now you're getting in the right
frame of mind to consider some
other attractions. Like Astro
Ventilation in every model. And,
J"oad sense that gives you the
feeling this is one Cllr that knows

its way around-anything.
Start your vacation early this
year. The minute you step into
a Camaro. Your Chevrolet dealer
will make all travel arrangements .

Sports-Recreation Dept.
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Reigns as High Bar Champ

NEW'

Manna Wins NCAA Title
Bob Manna, a junior from Skokie, Illinois, became UNM's first
NCAA gymnastics champion, as
he won the high bar competition
in the NCAA gymnastics meet
held on April 3-5 in Seattle,
Washington.
Manna rolled up a total score of
18.85 out of a possible 20 to gain

·''.I

the national title, and defeated
the likes of Richat•d Grigsby from
San Fernando Valley State
(18.70), Washington University's
Mauno Nissinen (18.65), and Michigan State's Norm Hannie
( 18.45) in the process.
Manna, whose performance
was described by UNM coach
Rusty Mitchell as "just great,"
finished second to CSU's Dick
Hammers in the high bar compe-

Kern Leads NMSU Surge

_)

UNM golfers, thrust in the
background by the Ben Kernheaded NMSU linksters, finished
second to the Aggies in the New
Mexico State Invitational golf
tourney last weekend in Las
Cruces.
All-American Kern turned in
rounds of 68, 65 and 70 to win
individual honors in the 54-hole
tourney by nine strokes over his
teammate Bruce MacKenzie, as
the Aggies proved to be the class
of the field.
.
New Mexico State had a team

ART
SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT
Skiva Oils I& Water Colort
· Brushes- Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & Mote

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

A~ross From Johnson Gym

BIG MAC IS HERE!
CMcDonald's Corp. 1968
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO -MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH ST. N.W.
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U Netters Win Five
In West Coast Tour
slot against Cal State, picked up
the only UNM loss in that meet.
· The Lobos downed U of California (Irvine) by a score of 5%3% in an April4 match.that was
cut short by an onslaught of
mosquitoes. The Lobos were leading 5-3 going into the last doubles
match, which was called off due
to the bugs-the final point being
divided between the teams.
Wyoming fell to the 'Pack on
April 5 by a score of 7-2, in a
match held in Irvine, California.
Defending NCAA champ Southern Cal dropped the Lobos by a
count of 6-3 in a good match on
April 7. Most of the sets were extremely close.
Lobo wins against the Trojans
were turned in by Donnie Ball,
the doubles team of Billy Thompson and Doug MacCurdy, and by
the doubles team of Robb Jones
and Dwight Howard.

UNM's defending WAC champion tennis team moved its season mark to 9-2 with five wins
and two losses in a western road
tour of matches over the Easter
break.
The only two Lobo losses came
at the hands of tough UCLA and
defending NCAA champion Southern California. Coach Joe Ferguson's troops beat Colorado,
California State, U of California
(Irvine), Wyoming, and Iowa on
the tour, The first six matches
were held in California, while the
Iowa contest was played in Tucson, .Arizona.
After losing 8-1 to UCLA in
Los Angeles on April 2, the Lobos downed Colorado and Cal
State on April 3 by identical
scores of 8·1. Billy Thompson,
fifth mall in the Lobo lineup, had
the only loss against Colorado.
Tony Bull, playing in the first

is ~r
- kind ot place:..

The UNM Hockey Lobos won
the New Mexico Hockey League
Championship by downing the
Albuquerque Falcons, 8-3, on
April 1. The win put the 'Pack's
season mark at 9-6-1, and gave

them a full one-game margin
over second-place Sundia-ICirtland, which finished at 8-7-1. The
Lobos won their last five games.
Both Sandia-Kirtland and UNM
were tied in total points going
into Tuesday night's game. Had
the Lobos lost, a playoff would
l~ave occurred, but UNM was determined to win the title in regular season play, and they did just
that with a beautiful third period
performance.
Early Lead
The Lobos went ahead early in
the game as Bill Benkaviteh and
Newt Fawcett both scored in the
first period of play. Meanwhile,
some excellent defensive work
kept the Falcons bottled up and
allowed only two shots on goal,
which UNM goalie Ron King
successfully blocked.

With hardly a minute gone in
the second period, Buck Schreyer
fired one in for the Lobos to put
the mark at 3-0. Marred by two
fights and several injul'ies, the
second period action grew hot
and heavy. The Lobos made the
mistake of slowing down and began to have trouble in their own
zone.
At 12:25, John Krempansky
tagged one for the Falcons. Twenty seconds later Joe Slattery
stunned the Lobos by adding another and the score stood 3-2 at
the end of two periods.
Determination Pays Off
Once again determination by
the Lobos paid off as they outscored the Falcons in the third
stanza, 5-1. Newt Fawcett was
the standout as he stick-handled
his way in for three goals during
the period. Ted Larsen and Dennis Abbott also picked up goals
in the final twenty minutes, raising the score to 8·2. The third Falcon goal came at 19:42 when Guy
Casper beat Ron King on a breakdown play.
In individual scoring, the
Lobos placed three men in the
top four spots in the league race.
Ted Larsen had top honors, fol~
lowed by Buck Schreyer. Bill
Bains of the Rockets was third,
while Dennis Abbott ranked
fourth. Abbott was also the highest scoring defense man in the
league.
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The Norelco Flip-Top 20. Not
only does it have flip-top cleaning, a
handy on/off switch, and an easy-going
carrying wallet, it has two MicrogrooveTM
heads that float comfortably over your
face. To make every part of shaving a
downright pleasure.
Picture all that pleasure without
a cord and you've got the Cordless 208
on the right. All it needs is 4 little penlight batteries and you've got 30 days of
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The UNM baseball team returned to Loboland yesterday,
sporting a 3-2 west coast Easter
holiday baseball record.
The Lobos, now 22-4 on the season, split four games and saw
another one rained out in the
An a he i m Collegiate Baseball
Tourney April 2-5, then rounded
out the road trip with an 8-0
whitewashing of Anaheim tourney
champion California State (Fullerton), on April 8.
A tourney game with WAC
member Wyoming was rained out
on April 5, and an April 7 game
with Champman College was called after 13 innings in a 4-4 tie.
Down Grambling, Gal State
The Lobos downed Grambling
in the tourney opener one week
ago, then became one of the
tourney favorites with their first
win over eventual t011rney champ
Cal State (Fullerton), on April
3. At that point, the Lobos were
2-0 in the tourney and 21-2 on
the season, which caused them to
be dubbed "Mighty New Mexico"
by Los Angeles newspapers.
Rick Bodle was credited with
the win in the Lobos' 5-3 victory
over Cal State. Not only did Bodle
shine on the mound, but he collected two hits and drove in two
runs from the plate. UNM scored
four big runs in the fifth inning,
then held on to thwart late Cal
State rallies to hold onto the win.
Drop Double Header
But last Friday, April 4, turned
out to be a disappointing one for
the 'Pack. The Lobos lost both
ends of a doubleheader: to the
University of California (Santa
Barbara) by a score of 5-3, and
to tough Chapman College in the
nightcap, 8-5.
Santa Barbara had two-run rallies in the second and seventh innings of the eight-inning contest, while the Lobos could manage only one run until their tworun spark in the eighth.
Gary Jacobs picked up the loss
for UNM, and saw his season
record dip to 3-1.
In the second game, also only
eight innings long, Chapman came

Lobos Take Hockey Crown

The big bright green
pleasure machine

I

~

score of 851, to beat second-place
New Mexico by 29 strokes. ·Texas
Tech was third at 887, followed by
Arizona at 895, and Colorado at
900 in the twelve-team toumament.
Terry Dear and Chuck Milne
tied for third place at 218 in the
individual scoring, to head the
Wolfpack attack.
Kern and Dear were both ruled
ineligible to compete in the AllAmerican Intercollegiate Tournament in Houston April 16-19, due
to a non retroactive freshman
eligibility rule.

Editor:
John
Moser

Down Falcons, 8-3
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McDonald'&®

SPORTS

shaves. Without ever having to plug it in!
Take it anywhere in its handy, compact
.----~---.travel case.
Two great
shavers. Norelco
calls them pleasure
machines. Because
they're a pleasure to
use. And because
you can buy them
fora song.

STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat qt.

~tetCoe

NIZIIONI

you can't get any closer

DANCES

BYU handed coach Hugh Hack·
ett's track team its first dual loss
since 1962 last Thursday afternoon, dropping the 'Pack by a
score of 77-68 at University
Arena.
A threatened boycott by black
athletes from UNM was dispelled
in the meet, which saw five UNMBYU dual marks erased.
Meet record performances were
turned in by BYU's 440 relay
team with a time of 41.5; UNM's
Joe Powdrell in the pole vault
with a leap of 15-0; UNM's Web
Loudat in the mile with a clocking of 4:14.4; BYU's Chris Celion ·
in the high jump with a 6-8 leap,
and BYU's Mike Hoffman in the
discus with a throw of 182-4.
Hoffman took full advantage of
a strong wind in his discus toss.
The Lobos won nine of the 18
events contested, and may have
won the meet except for a costly
fumble during the handoffs in the
440 relay. If the Lobos had taken
the relay, and had picked up the
extra five points in the pl'ocess,
the final score of the meet would
have been 73-72, UNM.
BYU's Olympian Pertti Poussi
·was the only double winner in the
meet, winning the long and triple
jumps ns expected.
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CLUB

through with. a big five-run rally
in the bottom of the seventh to
override a 5-3 deficit to take the
final 8-5 margin.
Tie Chapman
After being rained out against
Wyoming, the Lobos battled
Chapman to a 4-4 tie in 13 frustrating innings last Monday, The
game, which started at 4:00 p.m.,
was called due to darkness. Jim
Johnson went three for six for
the Lobos in that one.
But UNM wound up its tour on
a happy note by dumping Cal
State, 8-0, on Tuesday. Shortstop
Jim Johnson led the way for
the 'Pack by collecting three hits
in four plate appearances, and
driving in five runs.
Rick Bodle started on the mound
for the Lobos, but was replaced
by lefty John Campbell after
tossing four innings. Campbell
was credited with the win, which
put his season mark at a nifty
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Completely
on a

5-0.

Coach Bob Leigh's troops will
return to the friendly grass of
Lobo Field (UNM is 15-1 at home)
for Friday and Saturday games
with the University of Texas at
El Paso. The Lobos take on the
Miners at 3:30 p.m. on Friday
afternoon then again at 1:00· on
Saturday.

Makers of
Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

The Honda Scrambler 90. Just
sips gas-160 mpg. Upkeep's
easy. So's insurance and initial
cost. Never any trouble when
you want to park. Good looks thQ.t
won't quit. And t9.lk 9.bout being
fast-a rugged, dependable OHC
4 stroke engine opens this baby
up to 59 on the highw9.y.
So stop watching good money
go down the old gas tank. Pick up
a Scrambler 90 9.t your nearest
Honda dealer.

HONDA
See your Honda dealer for a color brochure; safety pamphlet
and "Invisible Circle" film; or write: American Honda Moler
Co., Inc., Dept. C-14, Box 50, Gardena, California 90247.

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN-JUST LEAVE IT TO BEAVER!

WHEELWORLD

INC.

~

STU{)EN#: 1.00

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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BYU Culminates
U Track Streak

~

INDIAN

.

UNM Baseballers
Win Three More

MEXICO

tition of the WAC meet earlier
this year.
Other notable Lobo performances were turned in by Stormy
Eaton, seventh in free exercise
after almost fracturing his hand
in the warm ups; David Carriere,
sixth in the rings; Mark Hopkins,
seventh in the long horse vault;
Mike Dyas, tenth in the high
bar; and Jim Hruban, 12th in the
all around competition.

Golfers Secon·d t:o Aggies;
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Thursday! April10, 1969'

Sales- Service- Parts
located at
2736 Carlisle NE
265-5745
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Campus

Briefs
The 1968-69 Honors assembly
will be held Tuesday, April 29 at
7:30 p,m, in the Union ballroom.
The deadline :for organizations
submitting names and awards to
be included in the program is
Jlipril 14. Names and awards
should be sent to Harold Lav!lnder, c/o the Office o:f the Dean of
Students, Room 157, Administration Building.

ble for the public's mental health.
"We'll !)ever get out of the
muck we're in until public language is reported accurately,"
the 40-year-old beaded poet told
an audience of 1000 Saturday
night.
"If pot were acce!1sible, people
would use it for recreation. I
doubt that it would become habitual or lead to anything else,"
Ginsberg said. "It just augments
perception.''

Dead Week

Legislature Pruise

Honors Assembly

Donna Fossum has been appointed chairman of the committee to investigate Dead Week.
During this week, instructors. arEl
not allowed to give tests or introduce nElW material.
Any student wishing to servEl
on this eommitteEl maY contact
Miss Fossum at 243-6011.

Poet Likes Pot
BIDDEFORD, Maine (UPI)Beat poet Allen Ginsberg criticized the news media during a
reading at St. Francis College :for
omittting his salty language and
argued that fpur-letter words
and pot ought to be freely aceessi-

CLASSlFIED
ADVERTISING

The New Mexico Legislature
recently passed a joint resolution
commending the Board o:f :Regents
of varif.ms institutions of higher
learning for "not relinquishing
their responsibilities to dissident
students, :faculty members, or
outsiders.''
The resolution stated that the
legislature expected the Board of
:Regents to "continue to fulfill
its constitutional and legal re·
sponsibilities ensuring that control of the individual institution
in decisions and action shall not
be relinquished.''
lt also praised the regents for
the "strong and :forward-looking
manner" in which they have ad·
ministered the variou.s institutions of higher learning in the
state.

Engineering Prize
Gerald R. Chiaramonte, a senior
in ehemical engineering at UNM,
will receive the G(!orge E. Breece
'Prize in Engineering.
The award is made on the basis
of character, general ability, and
excellence of scholastic record
exhibited during the last two consecutive years of residence at
UNM.

Scholarship Deadline
Deadline for renewal of UNM
academic scholarships for 196970 is April 15, says Lavon McDonald, associate director of student aids.
Students must have maintained
a 3.0 grade point average :for
semester two 1969.
Renewal applications may be
obtained at the Student Aids Office, Bldg. Y -1, Rm. 118.

Announcements by
the. UNM eQmmunity will be Mcepkd

Monday, AprillS
Spring Musicale: Sigma. AJpha Iota;
Recital Hall; 4 p.m.
Mortar Boarol Tea,; 2·4 p.m.; 1620 Mesa
Vista N.E.
IFC and Panhellinic meeting to inter·
view candidates for student government
positions; 6:30 p.m.; Union Council Roon'h
Monday, Apri!14
Placement Interviews; San Jose, Cali·
fornia unified school distTiet; Placement
Center.
"The Changipg Ear: Contem:porn:ry
Noise and New Sounds" leeture by Donald
Robll for Friends of Art.
Tuesday, April 15
FUm, uThe }J'erseeutiQn u.n_d Assassination
of Jean-Paul Marat w; Performed by the
lnmates of the Asylum of Charenton Under
thct Directi~m of the Marquis de Sade:''
Popejoy Hall; 7 :30 p.m.

~ .... ~G"',..

~ 0,\,... ~~~
.,;,v:.•
0
,.. 1.0 G

PlacemeJlt interviews; Window Rook
school district No. 8, Fort Defianeet Arl:mnn. and Tulare. Californi~ city schopl
district; Placement Center.
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Recital Hall,
8:15 p,)tl,
Wednesday, April 16
Lecture, ,.The Fourth Force in }iat~re:''
Dr. Robert E. Marshak; HoUdaY Inn, 2020
Menaul NE; 8 p.m.
A Cavella Cb<>ir; Recital Hnll, 8:15 p.m.
Thursduy, APril 17
Placement interviews; In~rlewood, Call·
fornia unified school district, and unified
school district No. 1, Racine, Wiseollsin;
Placement Cent~r,_
La Societe du Cinema: 11Mnn of Aro.n":
Union bnllroom; 7 p.m.; 75 cents or bY

,""~' ....

KOPY- KORNER
for UNM Students only

For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as

Require!'~)

XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
Lobby...Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

Home of fine "Brazier" foods

~ C'o.<>;~
0 ~..._F.

~....-4f,;, "~f

'
247-4406

Dairy Queen

SANDWICHES

OLYMPIC CYCLES
1031 Son Mateo SE Phono> 256-9190
SALES & SERVICE
PEUGEOT
RALEIGH
ROLLFAST
STEYR·PUCH
STELBER
MTD
ZEUS-The Spanish Bicycle

2300 Central SE

of Excellence

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

6 fdr. SOc

'l'EBMS : Payment mnat be made In

fall prior to in•ertion of advertlae!Jlenl:.
WHERE: Jomnaliml Bulldlng, Boom
1611, afternoarla pre!erab~ or maiL
Ciusl!led Ad~erlt!ml!:
UNM P.O. llox 20
Albuquerq,ue, N ,:M, 87106

LOST & FOUND

March 21. Call 242-5971.

SERVICES

CHlLD CARE in m:v home. Convenient
In campus. Phone 242-6652,
TYPING: Theses, term PaPen, etc. 2688908. 500 A Xentuckl' SE.

5)

FOR SALE

ELNA portable sewing xnacbine $561 dinette set . $16, 1881 laW bool<:l, new 10
speed (racer), twin bedspreads. 2110..
2910.

/

!

SCHWINN iO-SPEED. New $66. 268-4;418.

'

1967. KAWASAKI 250. New, onlY ..!,'tOO
miles. Complete with helmet and vi>or
$42&. Call valley Poal after " p.m., uO:.
0321.
.&

BEDROOM . HOUSE; 9/1!1 mile from
UN:M•. can 277-28U: s-6 or 247-8853:

s :30-'1 :ao.

''

~'

~tlCfL
8 ~ IJEP'AR. Ga7a G-10, prlee
"'"'"'
4 " ' ....... Ul!-83811.
DJ!:CORATE YOUR ROOM with beautiful
long hair goateklna or abeet>OkinL Whlte,
red, brown, blne, green, beige, PlttPie.
orange, and gold. $16 each. Freed 107
1st. NW.
'1000 :BOOKS. 2& cents UP. 11aPII- TtlesdaT•
Sundq 111-4. 3110 A Edith NE.

EMPLOYMENT

eign language, eonslder hceomlng a
stewardesl! with Pan American World
Airwa,... Sf:ew'nrdess interviews will be
held on. umpus <>& A'Pril 18, 196~. For
further information, pl.,.e contaet your
Placement office. Pan Am :Is An Equal
Opportuity Employer.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Furnished house to rent; visit-

ing faculty member, Jnne 1969 to Aug.
1970. Desire 8-4 bd., near good schools,
trans. to UN1>L COntact :M. Prioz, 986
Creston ltd., llerkeley, Cal. (415) 525•
0698.
SEE Tl'IE SAN FRANCISCO :MIME
TROUPE. Obie award wlnn""" for "unit.
ing theatre and reYolution and grooving
in the park," here APril firit.

ARETHA FRANKLIN
AT UNIVERSITY ARENA
Sponsored by the ASUNM Popular Entertainmeni· Committee

lEACiiERS WANTeD

Mail Order Tickets
Areth11 franklin
c/a New Mexico Onion
Unlver$1ly of New Mexico

'tulare, C111ifomia

Now l·liring for 1969-70 School

Albuquerque,

Year. Salary Range $6500-

$11,160. Interviewing Aprl115,
1969 - Contact Pla~ment
Office,

Friday, April 11, 1969

200 St

ts
Stage Protest
At Heady Home

house wher!l about 40 students sat
ByWAYNECIDDIO
and sang along with a makeshift
A g1·oup of about 200, mostly folk trio that had stationed itself
students, sat in frout of, around, in front of the main entrance to
and on top of President Ferrel the house.
Heady's campus home last night
Two girls climbed on to the
for 90 minutes in protest o:f
roof
of the house and were greetHeady's response to the recom- ed with
cheers from the crowd.
mendations of the Special AdWhen a campus pnliceman climbvisory Committee.
ed Qn top of the house to remove
The Advisory Committee, ap· the two, several more people
pointed by Heady two weeks ago, climbed on the roof and stationrecommended April 5 that suspended teaching assistants Lionel IIIUnii\IIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIII\1111111111111111111111111111UI1111111UIII\UIIIIIIII\1111m\U11111111111Uilli
Lobo l'lwto by Robbie Babb
Williams and Ken Pollack be imStraight out of the Plymouth publicity dept. comes Beep Beep mediately reinstated to their posi· Roadrunner. This bird has taken up residence near the education tions as English teaching as:;isBeep, Beep
\
complex across from the business complex.
tants.
Six UNM students were still~.
Heady's :response to the recom- county jail early this morning
mendation, released Wednesday, charged with wrongful use of
said that he would consider rElinpublfu property and disorderly
stating the two only if the Eng- conduct after they were arrested
lish department agreed to super- by campua police last night at
vise their teaching activities and the home of President Ferrel
i:f Williams and Pollack agreed Heady.
to the terms of the supervision.
The six students are Arthur
"Let's Get Heady!"
partment.
He
did
say
that
it
was
a
stateBradley
Eisenbrey, 18, Michael
Suspended English department chairman
While the group of about 200 Otis Colvin, 25, Virgil Nichols,
ment
on
the
"department's
position."
Joseph Frank yesterday resigned from his
sat in the courtyard in front of 20, Robert Gougelep, 19, Jan GilPickett said he would be forced to resign
Heady's
home last night, another den, 21, and Donna LaRue, 20.
position.
his
teaching
position
if Heady doesn't ac100-200 students stood outside
All are being held under $500
He was suspended two weeks ago by
the
walls
o:f
the
yard
and
watchbond
and were scheduled for an
cept the statement.
UNM President Ferrel Heady because be
ed while students sang songs, 11 a.'l\1. arraignment today in
"I can't stay suspended and lteep getting
and chanted, "Let's get Heady!" magistrate court.
refused to find replacements for two susrejected," he said. The statement is the
The gathering dispersed at 9:45
The students were arrested by
pended teaching assistants.
p.m.
at the suggestion of student campus police and booked into
"last step, then resignation," said Pickett.
Frank's resignation followed Heady's reBrian Gratton, but, late last county jaH last night after they
night, a group of a half a dozen refused. to leave the front porch
fusal to immediately reinstate teaching asstudents maintained a vigil on of Heady's home where they had .
sistants Lionel Williams and Kenneth PolHeady's front porch.
The 15 member Steering Committee for
been since a group of studen'tS
Another rally was scheduled to converged on the house about 8 :40
lack.
Graduate
and
Teaching
Assistants
passed
begin today at noon on the Mall.
Pickett Refuses
a
strike
1·esolution
last
night,
which
it
will
ThEl group marcl1ed on the p.m.
Roy Picll:ett, director of freshman Enpresident's house after a. 7:30 ll!IIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIII\IIIlliii\Hiilllllllllllllfilllllllllllllffilllllllllllllilllllllllllllllfilllll
introduce for approval at a general GA and
glish, was also suspended two weeks ago.
p.m. rally during which law pro- ed .themselves at various points
TA meeting Sunday night.
fessor Leo Kanowitz and sociol- on the multi-level structure.
Pickett refused to find replacements for PolThe purpose of the proposed one-day
og1 professor Gil Mcrkx blasted
lack and Williams.
what
they described as Heady's
Kanowitz Speak&
strike set for Wednesday is to express "disPickett said a committee has been formed
«arrogant" attitude towards the
During the rally on the Mall,
gust and no confidence in President Heady's
Advisory Committee's recom- Kanowitz, legal counsel for Wilwithin the English department. He said the
administration.'' If the resolution is apmendations.
liams and P o 11 a c k 1 said that
committee drew up a statement which will
Police Move In
proved at the general GA and TA meeting,
Heady had "only- gone through
be presented to Heady.
Several campus police moved the motions to make it appear as
the
committee
plans
to
ask
the
faculty
to
into the courtyard shortly after though he was accepting the reThe statement asked for a meeting with
join
in
the
strike.
the group converged on Heady's commendations of . the advisory
Heady, which Pickett said will possibly be
house, but attempts to move stu- committee he had appointed.''
A second resolution caning for a nationscheduled for Saturday.
dents out of the yard proved
wide letter writing campaign to "black"Heady has proven to be a Yery
Statement Kept
futile.
sad
disapointment," Kanowitz
ball" UNM was tabled by the committee for
Campus police then moved on
Pickett said he could not release the stateto the porch of the president's said.
later consideration.

Bulletin

Joe Frank Resigns Position

**

KUNM Files Complaint:
Over Station tlnt:ruders'

GltADUATING
SENIOR
WOMEN f
WANT IN WlTll A GOING CON•
, CERN 1 1 t If ~oil like people, like to
tTavel, and have a lrnowlcdl!'e of a. for•

'l)
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ment, as it will be voted on today by the de-

'66 PONTIAC dATALINA, 2 dt.. P<J\VE!l'•
$950, 242-6724..

6)
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_!!!E/69, call 277-5820.
FOUND: 2 t'ings fn Cnsa dcl Sol on Fri.,
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GA and TA Committee Wants Strike

no changes the rate Is reduced to lie
per word ad the minimum nll!Pber of
words to 10.

BLACK .LADRADOR puppy on

v. "J-:{yu.,l/3

NEW

iUbseription~

RATES: 'Tc pet word, 20 word mlnlmwn ($UO) per time run. If ad !s to
run five or more consecutive dUB with

2)

378.7~7
U\1\ ?JQ w

New Melllco 87106

8:15 p.m. April 20, .1969 ·
$-5.00-4.50-4.00
$1.00 Discount to all college sludertts with current ID
2 Tickets per 10-4 Tickets per person

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY
Student Activities Ticket Booth in Popejc:;y Haii--277..3411-Record Rende:zvous-Reidling Oo.,;,ntown

,.
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again; then Wade pushed him
By ART THOMAS
away from the control board, but
A brief fight took place early in the ensuing struggle Wade
Saturday morrting in KUNM's was pushed against the transmitcontrol room when several mem· ter unit. He accidently hit the
bers of the Committee :for Strike filament switch off, which put the
entered and attempted to make an station off the air, said the police
unscheduled announcement over report.
Paul Uhland, the news-desk
the air, according to n campus
announcer that night, then went
police complaint blotter.
The complaint by Station Man· into the control room and helped
uger Scott Randall to campus po- Cooper and Blum restrain the
lice said that :Mark Blum, Allen tl1ird man. But Blum apparently
Cooper, nn unidentified man, and didn't know the station was off the
two women came in the station air and attempted to make the
announce1ment with the microcontrol room at 12:50 a.m.
phone at the third man's promptBlum told Wade he wanted to
the repm·t !laid.
mnl(e an announcement about the ing,
The police report said Uhland
Ad Hoe Committee fot• a Free told the three men that KUNM
University, (now known as the couldn't bEl put back on the air
Committee for Strike, according for 30 minutes, and that would
to Blum).
put the station beyond the sched1'he police report said that uled sign-off time. According to
radio announcer John Wade told the police blotter, Cooper charged
Blum to dictate the announcement the explanation was a plot
to the news-desk announcer. against their organization.
Blum did this, and :returned to
Uhland said KUNM has inthe control :room to diseovcr the formed the Federal Communicaunidentified man uttempting to tions Commission and the Federal
use the microphone. Wade turn- :Bureau of Investigation about the
ed off the microphone, but the incident.
man attempted to turn it on
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Lobo Photo by Tony Londerbough

"Folded Paper in the :Round," an anonymous seulpture dated 192'7,
is made of metal. It ean be seen in the Bauhaus exhibit now at
POpejoy Hail.
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